CHARLESWORTH, MAX (ed) Religious Business CUP 207/26 David Tacey
* CHOEATE, ALEX Gifts Upon the Water FACP 200/56 Noel Macaiah
* CLARK, C.M.H. A History of Australia Vol. IV MUP 200/5 W.F. Mandle
CLARK, JOHN Modern Asian Art Craftsman House 207/21 Traudi Allen
CLARK, MARGARET No Fat Chicks Random House 203/44 Barry Carozzi
CLARKE, JUDETH Night Train Puffin 199/55 Ruth Starke
* CLARKE, JUDETH Friend of My Heart UQP 200/60 Stephen Matthews
CLENDDINEN, INGA Reading the Holocaust Text Publishing 205/7 Peter Craven
CLUTTERBUCK, CHARLOTTE Soundings Five Islands Press 203/38 J.S. Harry
COHEN, BERNARD Snowdome Allen & Unwin 199/36 Nigel Krauth
* COLESS, EDWARD The Error of My Ways Institute of Modern Art 200/38 Kevin Murray
COLLINS, PAUL (ed) The MUP Encyclopaedia of Australian Science Fiction and Fantasy MUP 205/32 Damien Broderick
COLLINS, T.M. House of Voices Polonius Press 205/39 Laurens Williams
CONDON, MATTHEW The Pillow Fight Random House 204/17 Tegan Bennett
COOK, ELSPETH & ANNA DONALD Hard Time FACP 203/41 Pam Macintyre
CORBET-SINGLETON, PAUL Thrawaway Hodder 199/57 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
* CORRIS, PETER The Time Trap HarperCollins 200/49 John Carroll
* CORRIS, PETER Casino Bantam 200/49 John Carroll
CORTESINO, RAIMONDO The Instructable Corpse Text Publishing 201/30 Andrew Preston
COURTENAY, BRYCE Tommo & Hawk Viking 198/34 Michael Sharkey
* COURTENAY, BRYCE The Potato Factory WHA 200/46 Brian Matthews
COX, PAUL Reflections Currency 204/13 Thérèse Radic
CREW, GARY (illus. Shaun Tan) The Viewer Lothian 201/43 Linnet Hunter
CREW, GARY Force of Evil Mammoth 203/43 Peter Nicholls
CREW, GARY Mama's Babies Lothian 203/43 Stephen Matthews
CURNOW, WYSTAN Imants Tillers and the Book of Power Craftsman House 198/20 Edward Colless
DALY, MARGO & JILL DAWSON (eds) Wild Ways Sceptre 202/44 Barbara Oakman
DANIELS, KAY Convict Women Allen & Unwin 205/10 Joy Damousi
DARBY, PATRICIA (ed) Sudden Alchemy FAW, WA 207/38 Anthony Lawrence
DAVIES, KERRY (ed) Across Country ABC Books 207/29 John Donnelly
DAVISON, GRAEME, JOHN HIRST & STUART MACINTYRE (eds) The Oxford Companion to Australian History OUP 207/5 Geoffrey Bolton
DE GROEN, FRANCIS Xavier Herbert 207/14 Laurie Clancy
DE KRETSER, MICHELLE (ed) Brief Encounters Lonely Planet 204/16 Judith Armstrong
* DENING, GREG Performances MUP 200/32 Cassandra Pybus
DESSAIX, ROBERT (ed) Speaking Their Minds ABC Books 202/10 Morag Fraser
DESSAIX, ROBERT (and so forth) Pan Macmillan 206/19 Morag Fraser
DETTMAN, JOY Mallauny Macmillan 205/23 Kate Macdonell
DISHED, GARRY Straight, Bent and Barbara Vine Allen & Unwin 198/48 Stuart Coupe
DISH, GARRY The Divine Wind Hodder Headline 205/41 Jenny Pausacker
* DOBSON, ROSEMARY Over the Frontier A & R 200/56 Noel Macaiah
* DOCKER, JOHN Postmodernism and Popular Culture CUP 200/30 Don Anderson
DOUGAN, LUCY Memory Shell Five Islands Press 205/35 Michael Sharkey
DOWLING, BARY Eye of the White Hawk Wakefield Press 199/59 Thuy On
* DRANSFIELD, MICHAEL Voyage into Solitude UQP 200/55 Bruce Pascoe
* DREWE, ROBERT The Drowner Macmillan 200/44 Michael Cathcart
DUCKWORTH, COLIN Digging in Dark Places Ryan Publishing 202/44
Barbara Oakman
DUDER, TESSA & PETER MCCLARAN (eds) Personal Best Mammoth Australia 198/57 Garry Disher
DUTTON, JO On the Edge of Red Anchor 205/22 Katharine England
DUYKER, EDWARD Nature's Argonaut The Miegunyah Press 199/8 Greg Denning
EARLS, NICK Bachelor Kisses Viking 199/40 James Bradley
EDMOND, ROD Representing The South Pacific CUP 199/7 Bernard Smith
EGAN, GREG Diaspora Millennium 198/49 Damien Broderick
ESTENSEND, MIRIAM Discovery Allen & Unwin 203/7 Kate Darian-Smith
FAHEY, DIANE listening to a far sea Hale & Iremonger 202/32 Jennifer Maiden
FERGUSON, TIM Left, Right and Centre Penguin 198/46 Simon Clews
FIGGIS, DIANA The End of the Beginning Minerva (UK) 201/38 Michael Sharkey
FITCHETT, GORDON The Twelve Princesses Mark McLeod Books/Random House 202/42 Linnet Hunter
* FITZGERALD, ROBERT D. Product A & R 200/56 Noel Macaiah
FITZSIMONS, PETER Beasley HarperCollins 206/7 Joe Rich
FLANAGAN, MARTIN The Call Allen & Unwin 207/20 Andrew Rutherford
FLANAGAN, PENNY Sing to Me Penguin 205/22 Katharine England
FLANNERY, TIM Thrown Way Leg Text Publishing 204/8 Jenny Lee
FLANNERY, TIM (ed) The Explorers Text Publishing 207/8 Derek Whitelock
FORBES, JOHN Damaged Glamour Brandl & Schlesinger 201/35 Chris Wallace-Crabbe
FORD, ADAM Not Quite the Man for the Job Allen & Unwin 202/35 Lauren Williams
FORD, ANDREW Illegal Harmonies Hale & Iremonger 199/22 Joe Rich
* FOSTER, DAVID Moonlight Macmillan 200/18 Veronica Brady